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Background

Highly eutrophic Lake Terra Nova was treated with 
with FeCl3 in 2010 to mitigate internal P loading. 
In contrast to other sudies, the treatment was only  
successful for two years. Then seasonal peaks in surface 
water P started to appear, yielding higher concentrations 
than before treatment.

Detailed investigation of sediment solid phase Fe and P 
pools allowed for identificaiton of key processes leading to 
this unexpected consequence of Fe-treatment.

Field Site : Lake Terra Nova

Redox active organic matter associated Fe is important P-binding phase
Unambiguous detection of organic matter associated Fe(II) and Fe(III) remain challenging even at high resolution. XAS measurements and sequential extrations com-
bined, however, indicate that this Fe pool is abundant in Terra Nova’s peaty sediment and plays a major role in the P dynamics. As organically bound Fe is redox active 
albeit stably bound in the sediment solid phase, association of P with this Fe leads to large internal P loading events in summer when temporal bottom water anoxia 
induces reducing conditions in the surface sediments. Discrepancies in XAS- and sequential extraction-based Fe pools need further investigation.

Sediment bulk
Sequential extractions of Fe and P point towards the  
presence of organic matter associated Fe (FeAsc) and poorly 
crystalline Fe-(oxy)hydroxides (FeCDB) that are both binding 
P (PNaHCO3 and PCDB, respectively). 

Bulk Fe K-edge EXAFS best fit shows similar Fe-pools than 
sequential Fe extraction. The fit improves when organic 
matter associated Fe (Fe(III)-HA, Fe2+

monomeric) is included. 

Both methods indicate that Fe addition has mainly increased 
organic matter associated Fe. Half of the Fe-bound P is 
bound to organic matter associated Fe.

Focused-beam XAS
Focused-beam (Ø 0.5 µm) µ-XRF mapping of samples from 2 cm sediment depth shows Fe-hotspots but also diffusely 
distributed Fe which correlates to Ca, Al, K and P.

Fe-hotspots are clearly discernable as pyrite.

Diffuse Fe consists of multiple phases and redox states, even on the sub-µm2 scale. Point-spectra can be fitted well 
with a clay phase (illite), FeS and both organic matter associated Fe(II) and Fe(III) (Fe(II)-HA, Fe(III)-HA).

This indicates that a large part of the Fe is embedded in the organic rich matrix of the sediment in different  
redox-dynamic phases.
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